How to reach LANES
How to get to public parking close to our building
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**BM building**
This is our building. Also known as Microtechnique building or Batiment Microtechnique. We are located on level 2, towards the northern end of the building (closer to metro)

**EPFL Metro Station**
Metro station closest to our building

Walk this way from the metro

Parking "Esplanade"
This is a covered parking, closest to our building (BM). Visitors can park on the entrance level.
How to reach LANES - Google Maps

Please pay at the machine close to the elevator. The price is 0.5 CHF/hour for the first hour, 1CHF/h afterwards. If you have no coins, ask your host for assistance.

You can enter campus here by car

Route to parking for visitors

You can enter campus here by car

Alternative way to enter EPFL by car

Parking "Rolex Center"
Located under the Rolex learning center. Places marked with white lines are reserved for visitors. Please pay at the machine:
CHF 0.50/first hour, CHF 1/each subsequent hour.
Free after 17h and during the weekend.

Route to Rolex Parking

Route to Rolex Parking

Grocery shop Negoce

Coset Mall (smallish)

Leman Mall